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The Yorkshire Retriever Field Trial Society held a 16 Dog Novice Stake at Garrowby, East Yorkshire on 

Wednesday 23rd January 2019 by kind permission of Lord Irwin and Lord & Lady Halifax. 

The preparations for the last trial of the YRFTS season, like all the others, had been months in the pipeline. Lord 

and Lady Halifax, Lady Halifax being a keen gundog enthusiast, met me along with their Head gamekeeper several 

weeks before to put in place everything that was required. We ironed out the logistics, food, number of attendees, 

the likely finish time and the number of birds etc. It was decided another beaters truck with tractor & driver was 

required, an earlier start time was definitely necessary and soup and sandwiches would be a good finish to the day 

for the guns, helpers and judges. 

 

The day of the grand finale was eventually upon us and started in the not so unusual fashion, late competitor! As 

we left the beater’s truck and headed out into a snow-covered Yorkshire Wold valley, to position ourselves for the 

first drive, the nerves, excitement and anticipation filled the air. 

 

Guns in position, judges, dogs, markers-down, helpers in position and the first drive started. Surprise surprise one, 

no, two, no, three dogs ran in. Thank goodness it was 16 dog stake. 

 

Once the dogs had finished being sent and tried for the birds, pheasants and partridges from the first drive, we 

turned around on our original position for the second drive. At this stage everyone seemed to be settling in and the 

trial was trickling away nicely. Second drive over we were back on the beater’s truck and heading off to the third 

drive. Once again, all dogs remaining sat at the drive. It was a boggy copse area with a barbed wire fence on the 

far side of the river that ran through the drive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The keeper happily stopped and started the drive and plenty of birds were shot. An abundance of woodcock 

presented themselves to the guns. The markers- down did a great job assisting the judges with where and how 

many birds were on the ground. 

 

The final throes of the third drive saw four dogs still standing. Sending from open grassland into cover, the last 

handful of birds needed to be retrieved over a fence or two, depending how you lined your dog up. 

 

As throughout the trial the judges repositioned the dogs to take full advantage of the terrain and test the dogs to 

produce an o pen ready winner. 

 

Unfortunately there were no dogs on the day showing enough ability to warrant advancing into open trials. 

However, a third place, certificate of merit and gun’s choice were given, the trophies and certificates presented by 

Lady Halifax. 

 

In conclusion I would like to thank the following people for the time and effort and attention to detail that they all 

gave to make this a successful trial. Lord & Lady Halifax, Garrowby Head Keeper Frank Palmer, the Estate 

Secretary, Judges, guns and helpers. 

 

Samantha Whyte (FT Secretary). 

 

  
 

   


